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Abstract: This paper examines the evolution and the
traditional characteristics of the Provencal dish bouillabaisse.
It also explores its historical and contemporary popularity
as well as the everyday role that bouillabaisse plays in the
regional identity of Provencal cooking. Bouillabaisse is a
dish with a very long history that keeps evolving for various
reasons. But it is also a dish surrounded by myth, fallacy,
and gastronomic polemics. This study uses an exploratory
sequential mixed methods model combining qualitative
and quantitative data collection which were analysed in a
sequence of phases. The primary data was collected
through a combination of questionnaires, interviews, and
the analysis of manuscripts and printed cookbooks using
Wheaton’s methodology. The results showed that
bouillabaisse’s main transformation occurred at the turn of
the nineteenth century when the dish’s status was elevated
in order to appeal to the upper classes. The results have also
shown that the codification of the dish has created two
predominant styles of bouillabaisse; one anchored in its
place of origin, Provence, and one that permitted the dish
to travel and be exposed to the rest of the world. Towards
the end of the twentieth century, bouillabaisse became
unpopular as a household meal, thus resulting in the
development in Marseille of a new invented tradition; it is
now a local custom to eat bouillabaisse in restaurants on
Sundays and for special occasions.

Bouillabaisse is an emblematic Mediterranean fish stew
associated with the Provencal city of Marseille in France. It is
also a dish imbued with myth, fallacy, and gastronomic
polemics. Growing up in Provence, I was well acquainted
with bouillabaisse. In Marseille and in the small villages
along the coast, the restaurants displayed luminous signs
promoting the dish, and at the market, the fishmongers used
to proclaim in loud voices that the freshness of their fish was
worthy of a bouillabaisse. This poor man’s dish, as popular
folklore would suggest, has a long and varied history, one
that keeps evolving. It is said that the recipe relies on
ingredients only available on the Mediterranean coastlines.
Interestingly, not only can the dish be found on the menu of
expensive Michelin Star restaurants but is also being served
in parts of the globe where the quintessential ingredients it
supposedly relies on are not accessible. Therefore, it is fair to
wonder how humble and authentic the dish actually is.
Given that bouillabaisse is a dish famed for its
connection to a specific terroir and tradition, surveying
locals for this research has given a clearer understanding of

the dish’s contemporary popularity. While Dunlop (in
Mac Con Iomaire 2005, 52) explains that all traditional
dishes are hybrids, this paper aims to demonstrate the
multiple transformations bouillabaisse had to go through
in order to survive and as a result, travel outside of its native
Provence. This study uses an exploratory sequential mixed
methods model combining qualitative and quantitative
data collection which were analysed in a sequence of phases.
The primary data was collected through a combination of
questionnaires, interviews, and the analysis of manuscripts
and printed cookbooks using Wheaton’s methodology.
History and Evolution of Bouillabaisse
Scientific data gathered by archaeologists can help us to
understand the foodways of the past and therefore,
historians have been able to recognise that several types of
fish soup around the Mediterranean Sea have possibly
existed since antiquity. Arguably a descendant of the Greek
dish Kakavia, bouillabaisse originated in Marseille in 600
BC. When bouillabaisse was prepared and eaten by the
fishermen of “Les Goudes”, a small fishing village near
Marseille, it was a very humble dish. They boiled their
leftover market fish in a cauldron of sea water and seasoned
it with wild herbs that grew along the coast (Jouanin 2001,
216–219; Montagné 2001, 144). By the time that the port
of Marseille expanded into trading in the sixteenth century
(Caron Buss, Ehrlich, and Tuppen, n.d.), bouillabaisse was
already well known as a traditional fisherman’s stew but
was also being served at dinner tables in the city (Jouanin
2001, 216–219). The dish was progressively moving from
the shore to homes and gaining recognition in urban areas.
Over the centuries, bouillabaisse’s list of ingredients has
gradually evolved. Various factors have contributed to the
transformation of the dish. After the fall of the Roman
Empire, the Muslim Empire took control of most trades in
the Mediterranean Sea. They sailed between the
Mediterranean and Arabian seas and the Indian Ocean,
and travelled the Silk Road into China and the African
deserts. As a result, several foodstuffs were introduced to
Europe from these other continents. One of those was
saffron, which would eventually be an essential ingredient
of bouillabaisse (Liebling 1962). The tomato is another
ingredient which it would now seem inconceivable not to
include in bouillabaisse. But in fact, tomatoes were only
introduced into Europe during the Columbian Exchange
in the sixteenth century and were actually not used in
Provencal cooking until the middle of the seventeenth
century (Sitwell 2012, 118–120).
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Bouillabaisse underwent its first significant change at
the end of the eighteenth century. Ferriéres (2006,
197–199), Freedman (2007, 430–431), Flandrin and
Montanari (2013, 474–475), and Davis (2013, 167–169)
claim that following the French Revolution, Paris’
restaurants produced what the great French chef MarieAntoine Carême called the “Big Transformation.” This was
when a peasant dish was developed to a higher standard
and became symbolic of its region of origin. As a result,
chefs were protecting and rediscovering traditional dishes
from the past as opposed to creating new ones.
Bouillabaisse was one of these.
Les Trois Frères Provençaux
In 1786, the restaurant Les Trois Frères Provençaux opened
in the prestigious area of Le Palais Royal and introduced
Provencal cuisine to the Parisian upper classes (Ferriéres
2006, 197–199; Freedman 2007, 432; Flandrin and
Montanari 2013, 506–510). Les Trois Frères Provençaux
displayed a neo-Renaissance decor created by the French
architect Théodore Charpentier, and served prominent
public figures such as the French Emperor Napoleon
Bonaparte, politician Paul Barras, and novelists Alfred de
Musset and George Sand (Cantau and Wibault 2015,
26). Its large menu displayed a distinguished cuisine
composed of dishes that are now regarded as French Classics,
including numerous Provencal recipes. After the restaurant
opened it became immediately popular with gourmets and
food critics and remained fashionable until its doors closed
in 1872 (Ferriéres 2006, 197–199; Walton 2018).
A menu from Les Trois Frères Provençaux believed to
date from the 1820s reveals some Provencal dishes but no
bouillabaisse (Happy-Apicius 2017).
“La Gastronomie,” a culinary art review, was written by
a Society of People of Letters and Gastronomy trained at the
Grimod de La Reynière and Brillat-Savarin school. On the
6th September 1840, the review published an article on a
dinner that took place in Les Trois Frères Provençaux on
the 31st of July 1833. In the description of the menu,
bouille-á-baisse can be found in the potage section (Carrière
1840). However, nine years later, on the 11th of November
1842, Les Trois Frères Provençaux presented a menu given
to General Cass by the citizens of the United States, in
which no bouillabaisse was offered (Voigt 2012).
In the nineteenth century, the restaurant was a focal
point for high-class Americans visiting Paris. They admired
its furnishings as much as its food (Freedman 2007, 432;
Voigt 2012). Les Trois Frères Provençaux was the very first
restaurant in Paris to embody regional cuisine, and at the
same time also represented the best of French cookery
(Happy-Apicius 2017). The restaurant had become
emblematic and went on to represent French cuisine at the
1873 World’s Fair in Vienna (Worldfairs 2021). It was
during this World’s Fair that twenty-three years old César
Ritz worked as a maître d’ hôtel for Les Trois Frères
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Provençaux. Ritz would meet Escoffier a few years later and
eventually become one of the greatest modern hoteliers of
his generation (James 2002, 90).
Following its success in Vienna, Les Trois Frères
Provençaux went to the first World’s Fair to take place in
the United States, in Philadelphia in 1876 (Freedman
2007, 432; Voigt 2012). The restaurant was magnificent; it
consisted of a large beautifully decorated dining room,
billiard rooms, several private lounges and a vast terrace by
a lake. The restaurant’s menu comprised a large list of
vintage wines and could serve up to one thousand people
per sitting (Worldfairs 2021).
Ferriéres (2006, 197–199), and Flandrin and Montanari
(2013, 506–510), state that Les Trois Frères Provençaux
brought bouillabaisse from their native Provence to the
capital and exposed the Parisian gentry to the dish. They
claim that as a consequence, the restaurant is accountable
for the dish becoming popular. After scrutinising the data
available on this issue, no evidence supporting such theory
could be found. But because Les Trois Frères Provençaux
was one of the most prominent restaurants in Paris during
the Big Transformation, and also the very first restaurant
in the capital to embody Provencal cuisine, the speculation
that the restaurant is accountable for bouillabaisse’s
popularity cannot be excluded.
Recipes and Codification
Several cookbooks were investigated in the primary
research using Wheaton’s methodology.
In order to identify the traditional characteristics and
evolution of bouillabaisse, the researcher analysed in a
chronological order, bouillabaisse recipes taken from the
following cookbooks:
• Jean-Baptiste Reboul, La Cuisinière Provençale (1897)
• Auguste Escoffier, Le Guide Culinaire (1903)
• Jean-Noël Escudier, La Véritable Cuisine Provençale et
Niçoise (1964)
• Chanot-Bullier, Vieii Receto de Cousino Prouvençalo (1972)
• Anthony Bourdain, Les Halles Cookbook (2004)
Many types and variations of the dish were examined
and two predominant recipes were identified; Bouillabaisse
à la Marseillaise and Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne. Both
recipes are clearly the result of the Big Transformation. The
first one, Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise, is also referred to
as La Bouillabaisse by Reboul (1887, 95–96), Escudier
(1964, 73–76) and Chanot-Bullier (1972, 28–29). The first
codified recipe for Bouillabaisse Marseillaise appeared in
1830 in Charles Durand cookbook, Le Cuisinier Durand.
Born in 1766 in the South of France, Durand became a
chef at thirteen years of age. He worked in some of the best
houses in Nimes and Montpellier, before becoming, at age
nineteen, the first head chef of the prestigious Hotel
Beauvau on the old port in Marseille. Durand was
renowned for his brandade of salted cod, a speciality from
the city of Nimes, where he would eventually open his own
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restaurant (Boulet and Dupeyron 2019). Durand indicates
that the dish must be served in two courses, and saffron
and tomato are included in the list of ingredients.
However, Jean-Baptiste Reboul wrote in 1887 in La
Cuisine Provençale, a version that would be replicated by
Escoffier and Elisabeth David and with some slight
adjustments by Escudier and Chanot-Bullier. Reboul’s
recipe was eventually used to design the Chart of
Bouillabaisse in 1980. The dish relies on specific
ingredients sourced locally and epitomises the essence of
Provence. The second recipe, Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne,
was originally called Bouillabaisse when it was first
codified by Jules Gouffé in his 1867’s book Le Livre de
Cuisine. It was later refined by Auguste Escoffier and can be
found in his book Le Guide Culinaire (1903). Although
Escoffier’s recipe is very similar to Bouillabaisse à la
Marseillaise, it employs different fish because of the
difficulty of finding Mediterranean fish in the capital at the
time. Another interesting alteration from Reboul’s
Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise recipe is the use of white
wine, which was in fact originally in Durand’s recipe, and
was often used in fish recipes made for the French upperclass (Ferriéres 2006, 196). Escoffier also applies beurre
manié to thicken the sauce. The use of classic French
cooking techniques is a clear sign that the dish had evolved
during the nineteenth century.
Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise is symbolic of Provence;
its recipe complies with restricted ingredients making the
dish’s accessibility limited to the region. On the other
hand, Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne is adaptable and can be
modified in accordance with the resources available and to
suit different palates. Consequently, Bouillabaisse à la
Parisienne can be recreated anywhere, while Bouillabaisse à
la Marseillaise can only be made with the exact
Marseillaise ingredients, making it difficult to reproduce
outside Provence due to the fresh nature of seafood.
Primary research has shown that the name Bouillabaisse
à la Parisienne is rarely used in menus, but the dish’s
principles are the reason bouillabaisse has survived outside
of its native Provence. The ability to be adaptable and be
modified has allowed the dish to survive and spread
globally. With the exception of the fish, Bouillabaisse à la
Marseillaise and Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne both employ
a range of products widely available. However,
Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise relies on a particular type of
fish that can only be sourced in Provence and is
quintessential to its composition. Conversely, Bouillabaisse
à la Parisienne shows an openness to use the fish that is
available. The dish often called ‘Bouillabaisse’ or
‘Bouillabaisse Marseillaise’ which is found on menus in
different parts of the world is in fact a bouillabaisse
modelled after the principles of Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne.
Utilising Wheaton’s methodology, the menus examined
in this study have revealed that the dish has been served
globally to the elite throughout the twentieth century.
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Chronological order of events
1902 Bouillabaisse de Poissons was served at the prestigious
Grand Hôtel de la Cloche in Dijon which catered for
political figures and artists.
1910 Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise was on the menu of the
iconic Plaza Hotel in New York City. Over the years
the hotel has hosted kings, presidents, and
Hollywood movie stars.
1921 Bouillabaisse Marseillaise was presented on the menu
served at the Hotel St. Francis in San Francisco. For
over a century, prominent guests such as Queen
Elizabeth II, King Juan Carlos of Spain, and every
U.S. President since McKinley has stayed in this
hotel.
1934 Bouillabaisse à la Victoire was prepared to
commemorate the Armistice of World War I at the
Hôtel de Kratié, Cambodia.
1939 Bouillabaisse Marseillaise was presented to the guests
travelling from France to North America on the
luxurious Transatlantic ocean liner the Normandie.
1953 Bouillabaisse Phocéenne was on the menu of the
prestigious ocean liner La Marseillaise which
travelled from Marseille to Yokohama in Japan via
the Suez Canal, and stopped in Djibouti, Colombo,
Singapore, Saigon, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Kobé
during the journey.
1996 Compressé de Bouille-Abaisse en gelée et son bouillon
court de poissons de roche was served to the former
Prime minister of Spain at a dinner hosted by the
former French President Jacques Chirac in Marseille.
2001 Écrevisses au jus de bouillabaisse et julienne de légumes
was served to Heydar Aliyev, former President of
Azerbaijan and Robert Kotcharian, former President
of Armenia, at a dinner hosted by the former French
President Jacques Chirac in Paris.
2001 Terrine de bouillabaisse à la niçoise et sa rouille was
served at a dinner hosted by the former French
President Jacques Chirac to celebrate the signing of
the Treaty of Nice, in Nice, France.
The Rise of Regionalism
During the big culinary transformation that took place in
France between 1800 and the 1830s, when a dish,
originally eaten by peasants, was served, enjoyed and
approved by high society, it consequently became the
symbol of a regional cuisine (Davis 2013, 167–169;
Flandrin and Montanari 2013, 474–475). Consequently,
bouillabaisse started to appear in restaurants outside the
capital. Bouillabaisse can be found in the Entrées de Poisson
section on the menu of the luxurious hotel Le Grand
Lucullus located on the Place de la Comedie in
Montpellier, Southern France. Voigt (2021) believes the
menu dates back to the 1830s.
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Between 1858 and 1862, the Compagnie des chemins de
fer de Paris à Lyon et à la Méditerranée, also known as
PLM, was the first French railway company to link Paris
directly to the Côte d’Azur by way of Lyon and Marseille
(Codimage, n.d.). Their clever advertising campaigns
helped encourage Parisians to visit the South-East of
France. Regardless, France’s regional cuisine only really
flourished in the late 1920s with the help of the Michelin
tyre company. Laudan (2015, 687) argues that the
Michelin guide should actually be credited with the
revival, if not the invention of regional cuisine. Equally, it
is believed that Maurice Edmond Sailland, “Curnonsky,”
was equally responsible for the rise of regional cuisine.
Curnonsky, one of the creators of the Académie des
Gastronomes, claimed that regional cuisine was incontestably
his favourite type of cuisine (Laurent 2015). He believed
that at the end of the 1920s most regions in France had
their own signature dishes. Regionalism also played a very
important part in the recognition of regional dishes
internationally (Flandrin and Montanari 2013, 507).
Curnonsky (in Escudier 1964, 73) notes:
Bouillabaisse, this golden soup, this incomparable
golden soup which embodies and concentrates all
the aromas of our shores and which permeates, like
an ecstasy, the stomachs of astonished gastronomes.
Bouillabaisse is one of those classic dishes whose
glory has encircled the world, and the miracle
consists of this: there are as many bouillabaisses as
there are good chefs or cordon bleus. Each brings to
his own version his special touch.
Following the rise of regional cooking, Jean-Noel
Escudier wrote La Véritable Cuisine Provençale, a cookbook
exclusively dedicated to the cuisine of Provence. Escudier
(1964, 11–14) claims that the integration of the
regionalism movement in gastronomy resulted in old food
traditions being brought back to life. Furthermore, in the
novel La vie et la passion de Dodin-Bouffant-Gourmet
published in 1924, Marcel Rouff (1994, 12–13) wrote:
A quiche Lorraine ... or a Marseillaise bouillabaisse
... or a potato gratin from Savoy has all the refined
richness of France, all its spirit and wit, its gaiety...
the seriousness hidden beneath its charm ... its
malice and its gravity ... the full soul of its fertile,
cultivated rich earth.
In 1980, the dish was standardised by a group of
seventeen restaurateurs and the creation of a codified chart
was put in place to protect the dish’s reputation. The group
was managed by Antoine Zanaboni, and The Chart was
written and compiled by three chefs renowned in Marseille
for their bouillabaisse; Tony Visciano, Alphonse Mounier,
and Alex Calligani (Contrucci 1980; Jouanin 2001,
216–219; Montagné 2001, 144; Miramar, n.d.). The Chart
(La Charte de la Bouillabaisse Marseillaise) states: “It is not
possible to standardise the kitchen. Indeed, it is an art
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where the chef ’s knack will make success” (Le Rhul, n.d.).
It specifies the elements needed to create a bouillabaisse of
the highest standard, and aims to promote the dish
(Miramar, n.d.; Le Rhul, n.d.).
The Authenticity of Bouillabaisse
In the introduction of the bouillabaisse recipe taken from
“Les Halles Cookbook,” celebrity chef Anthony Bourdain
(2004, 209) gives his personal view of the dish when he writes:
What is an “authentic” bouillabaisse? That’s an
invitation to a fistfight if there ever was one.
Frenchmen living in Marseille can’t agree, so
there’ll be no consensus here, I assure you. Above
and beyond the “lobster, oui?” or “lobster, non”
question—and the various interpretive issues,
which we could spend the rest of our natural lives
discussing—there’s the issue of fish. You’re simply
not going to be finding any congre, loup de mer,
rascasse, or rouget near you. This, my boss José assures
me, is as close to the real deal (whatever that might
be) as you’re likely to get. It’s pretty damn tasty.
People in Marseille still debate which type of fish should
be used in bouillabaisse, and it is arguably a discussion that
occurs regularly at the old port’s fish market (Bourdain
2004, 209; Garrett 2006, 34). But in spite of this, they
seem to agree on the symbolism of bouillabaisse as a dish
worthy to represent their city (Garrett 2006, 36). The
French writer Jean-Claude Izzo refuses to take sides in
these petty arguments generated by people proclaiming to
know the true authentic recipe. Izzo believes the beauty of
bouillabaisse is its deliciousness and claims the best way to
cook it is to do it yourself (Ribaut 2005).
According to Olney (2013, 161), bouillabaisse is best
served on France’s Mediterranean coastline. Moreover, he
recognises bouillabaisse as more of a philosophy than a
culinary preparation. Olney claims this philosophy
demonstrates the warmth, excitement and imagination of
the Mediterranean people and especially the people from
Provence. He believes that for bouillabaisse to be
meaningful, it must be eaten with family and friends.
Invented Tradition
From a simple fisherman’s stew, to the controversial
“milkshake de bouillabaisse” by Michelin star chef Lionel
Levy, or Sylvain Robert’s creation of the “bouillabaisse
burger,” bouillabaisse, like many traditional dishes, is
constantly evolving. According to Mac Con Iomaire (2005,
52), many levels of authenticity are represented in food,
such as; dish level, ingredient level or technology level. It is
also believed that due to tourism and globalisation, every
food is now found everywhere, and therefore, tradition
would be a more appropriate term than authenticity (Mac
Con Iomaire 2005, 52). But tradition is also complex.
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Hobsbawm (1983, 1–2) claims “traditions” in their modern
form are an invention of the late-nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. He argues that we sometimes believe traditions
to be old, but they are actually quite recent and often invented.
New York Times writer Elaine Sciolino (2019) implies
that today bouillabaisse is regarded as old fashioned. She
claims that very few natives of Marseille still eat bouillabaisse
and if they do so, it is in the comfort of their home, not in a
restaurant. Conversely, the interviews conducted with local
chefs and restaurateurs for this research point out to the
inconvenience of cooking bouillabaisse at home, explaining
that people are now too busy with their daily lives to cook
bouillabaisse at home. Both Christian Buffa and Gabrielle
Galligani, owners of two well-established restaurants in
Marseille which are recognised for their contribution towards
bouillabaisse, argue that in recent time it has become a new
tradition for local families to go to restaurants and eat
bouillabaisse on Sundays and for special occasions.
Conclusion
After investigating the history and evolution of
bouillabaisse, it is evident that from its humble beginnings
as fisherman’s stew, the dish has been subjected to several
transformations. While bouillabaisse did not experience
any significant change until the turn of the nineteenth
century (1800 onwards), the culinary transformation that
occurred in Parisian restaurants after the French Revolution
is clearly responsible for the refinement of bouillabaisse. The
method of service (in two courses) as well as the addition of
exotic ingredients, were introduced specifically to elevate
the status of the dish in order to appeal to the upper classes.
According to this study, as chefs began working for
themselves, a regional cuisine was developed and the
codification of traditional dishes began. The research has
found that the first codified recipe for bouillabaisse was
published in 1830 in the cookbook Le Cuisinier Durand.
This recipe is in fact the foundation for Bouillabaisse à la
Marseillaise, a dish which represents the essence of
Provence but also relies on some specific ingredients that
can only be found in Provence. Conversely, when in 1867,
Parisian chef Jules Gouffé published Le Livre de Cuisine,
his recipe for bouillabaisse encompassed the characteristics
of what would be later known as Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne,
a dish that is adaptable to the resources available.
In 1903, Auguste Escoffier published Le Guide
Culinaire in which two predominant recipes for
bouillabaisse were identified, Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise
and Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne. His version of
Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise is practically identical to
Reboul’s recipe. However, Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne,
although very similar to Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise,
offers the flexibility of ingredients previously introduced by
Gouffé. Both Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise and
Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne are prepared and served in the
same manner, but the fact that Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne
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can be modified has undoubtedly permitted the dish to travel
and consequently be exposed outside of its place of origin.
The research has established that bouillabaisse, in this
case Bouillabaisse à la Parisienne, has been served in
prestigious establishments outside of Provence since at least
1902. The dish was on the menus of restaurants in many
parts of the world during the entire twentieth century. The
dish’s appearance in cookbooks since 1830 clearly shows its
significance as a traditional French dish. But the fact that
bouillabaisse has been represented at diplomatic dinners
since 1996 really demonstrates the importance of the dish
to France’s culinary heritage.
The popularity of bouillabaisse certainly increased
during the rise of regionalism in the 1920s. But in recent
years, cooking bouillabaisse at home has declined due to
inconvenience and the complexity of the dish. However, as
a result, a new tradition in Marseille has emerged: it
revolves around local families going to restaurants to eat
bouillabaisse on Sundays and for special occasions.
The story of bouillabaisse in many ways reveals the
revisions and adaptations that many traditional dishes have
experienced in order to survive. However, bouillabaisse is a
dish that will probably continue to evolve and adapt for as
long as there are fish in the sea.
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